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UNITED STATES DISTR ICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTR ICT OF MISS ISS IPPI
NORTHERN DIVISION

ALYSSON MILLS, IN HER CAPACITY
AS RECEIVER FOR ARTHUR LAMAR
ADAMS AND MADISON TIMBER
PROPERTIES, LLC,
Plaintiff,
v.

Case No. 3:19-cv-00364-CWR-FKB
Arising out of Case No. 3:18-cv-252,
Securities and Exchange Commission v.
Arthur Lamar Adams and Madison Timber
Properties, LLC
Hon. Carlton W. Reeves, District Judge

THE UPS STORE, INC.; HERRING
VENTURES, LLC d/b/a THE UPS STORE;
AUSTIN ELSEN; TAMMIE ELSEN;
COURTNEY HERRING; DIANE LOFTON;
CHANDLER WESTOVER; RAWLINGS &
MACINNIS, PA; TAMMY VINSON; and
JEANNIE CHISHOLM,
Defendants.

RECEIVER’S OPPOSITION TO RAWLINGS & MACINNIS ’S
AND THE UPS STORE, INC. ’S MOTIONS TO DISMISS
Alysson Mills, in her capacity as the court-appointed receiver for Arthur Lamar Adams and
Madison Timber Properties, LLC (the “Receiver”), through undersigned counsel, opposes the
motions to dismiss filed by Defendants Rawlings & MacInnis, P.A., Tammy Vinson, and Jeannie
Chisholm (sometimes collectively, “Rawlings & MacInnis”); and The UPS Store, Inc.1

1

Docs. 26, 27 (Rawlings & MacInnis); Docs. 41, 42 (The UPS Store, Inc.). Defendants Herring Ventures,
LLC d/b/a The UPS Store (“The UPS Store Madison”), Austin Elsen, Tammie Elsen, Courtney Herring,
Diane Lofton, and Chandler Westover answered the Receiver’s amended complaint and did not file motions
to dismiss.

1
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INTRODUCTION
Defendants are a law firm, a UPS store and its franchisor, and the notaries who notarized
fake timber deeds.
For more than ten years, Lamar Adams, through his company Madison Timber, operated a
Ponzi scheme that defrauded hundreds of investors. Investors believed that Madison Timber used
investors’ money to purchase timber from Mississippi landowners; that Madison Timber sold the
timber to Mississippi lumber mills at a higher price; and that Madison Timber repaid investors
their principal plus interest with the proceeds of those sales. Investors received timber deeds that
purported to secure their investments, but the deeds were fake.
The Defendant notaries notarized the signatures of purported landowners who never
“personally appeared” before them and who, in many instances, did not even exist. By legitimizing
the fake timber deeds on which Madison Timber relied to recruit new investors, the notaries
enabled Adams and made his Ponzi scheme possible.
The Defendant notaries did these things in the course and scope of their employment by
Rawlings & MacInnis and The UPS Store Madison. Rawlings & MacInnis is a law firm that
employed persons to provide legal services, including notary services, to the firm and its clients.
The UPS Store Madison employed persons to provide business services, including notary services,
to customers, consistent with the UPS franchise’s dictates and brand. Adams was a longtime client
of Rawlings & MacInnis and a longtime customer of The UPS Store Madison. The Defendant
notaries provided notary services to Adams in furtherance of Rawlings & MacInnis’s and The UPS
Store Madison’s business. Rawlings & MacInnis and The UPS Store Madison therefore are liable
for the Defendant notaries’ acts.

2
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Separately, The UPS Store, Inc. is liable for The UPS Store Madison’s acts for the reason,
among others, that The UPS Store, Inc. controls every aspect of its franchisee’s business, including
the provision of notary services. Indeed, The UPS Store, Inc. holds itself out to the public as the
entity the public does business with. It specifically advertises that its stores nationwide offer notary
services “to make life easier.”
Based on these facts, the Receiver filed an amended complaint that alleges claims for civil
conspiracy, aiding and abetting, and recklessness, gross negligence, and at a minimum negligence
against all Defendants, and for negligent retention and supervision against Rawlings & MacInnis
and The UPS Store Madison. The amended complaint separately alleges that Rawlings &
MacInnis and The UPS Store Madison are vicariously liable for any judgment against their
employees and that The UPS Store, Inc. is liable for any judgment against The UPS Store
Madison, its franchisee.2
The UPS Store Madison and its notary-Defendant employees answered the amended
complaint.
Rawlings & MacInnis and its notary-Defendant employees moved to dismiss, arguing the
amended complaint does not and cannot state claims against them.
The UPS Store, Inc. also moved to dismiss, arguing the amended complaint does not and
cannot state claims against The UPS Store Madison and its notary-Defendant employees, and The
UPS Store, Inc. is not and cannot be liable for any judgment against The UPS Store Madison.

The amended complaint is not “confusing.” The UPS Store, Inc. complains that the Receiver alleges
claims for civil conspiracy, aiding and abetting, and negligence “against all ten ‘Defendants.’” For those
counts, the amended complaint refers collectively to “Defendants”—something The UPS Store, Inc. calls
an “improper” attempt at “group pleading.” But the amended complaint does not allege the corporate entity
The UPS Store, Inc. physically notarized documents. The amended complaint is reasonably clear that the
Receiver does not intend to prove The UPS Store, Inc. itself conspired with and aided and abetted Adams,
but instead that The UPS Store, Inc. is liable for the acts of The UPS Store Madison, its franchisee, which is
in turn liable for the acts of its employees.
2
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The Receiver responds to Rawlings & MacInnis’s and The UPS Store, Inc.’s motions in
this one brief because the arguments, underlying facts, and applicable law are similar. For ease, as
necessary to distinguish The UPS Store, Inc., this brief refers to The UPS Store, Inc. and The UPS
Store Madison and its notary-Defendant employees simply as “UPS.”
The motions’ primary argument is that the amended complaint does not allege facts
sufficient to state claims for civil conspiracy and aiding abetting, because it does not allege the
Defendant notaries knew Madison Timber was a Ponzi scheme, and those claims require that the
Defendant notaries intended to assist, not merely negligently assisted, in a crime. But the motions
misunderstand the law of civil conspiracy and aiding abetting. The Receiver is not required to
prove the Defendant notaries knew that Madison Timber was a Ponzi scheme. It is enough that
Adams committed an “underlying wrong,” and the Defendant notaries agreed to and participated
in his course of action. Indeed, the Defendant notaries knew, at a minimum, that their attestations
were false.
The motions’ other arguments also fail: The amended complaint does not lack for detail. It
describes Adams’s and the Defendant notaries’ course of conduct; itemizes duties required of the
Defendant notaries and describes how the Defendant notaries neglected or disregarded those
duties when they notarized fake timber deeds for Adams; and reproduces representative examples
of the Defendant notaries’ careless and fraudulent notarial acts. The amended complaint satisfies
the standards of Rule 8 and even Rule 9.
Finally, the amended complaint states sufficient facts that, if true, establish The UPS Store,
Inc.’s liability for The UPS Store Madison. “Notary Services” are central to The UPS Store, Inc.’s
brand and business. The UPS Store, Inc.’s website devotes a full page to “Notary Services,”
explaining that “[c]ertain documents must be notarized in order to have legal effect” and “The UPS

4
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Store locations offer notary services to help make life easier.” The amended complaint alleges that
the UPS Store, Inc. controls all aspects of its franchisees’ stores, including their provision of
notary services; it gives them “everything [they] need to open for business.” Accepting the
amended complaint’s factual allegations as true, the Receiver has stated a basis for The UPS Store,
Inc.’s liability. The UPS Store, Inc. has not stated a basis for dismissal.
The Receiver addresses Rawlings & MacInnis’s and UPS’s arguments more fully below.
ARGUMENT
A complaint should state “factual content that allows the court to draw the reasonable
inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.” Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662,
678 (2009). “When considering a motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6), the Court accepts the
plaintiff’s factual allegations as true and makes reasonable inferences in the plaintiff’s favor.”
Handy v. U.S. Foods, Inc., No. 3:14-cv-854, 2015 WL 1637336, at *1 (S.D. Miss. Apr. 13, 2015)
(citing Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678).
I.

The amended complaint satisfies Rules 8(a) and 9(b).

Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS contend that the amended complaint must satisfy Rule
9(b)’s heightened pleading standard because its claims “sound in fraud.”3 The amended complaint
does not allege that either Rawlings & MacInnis, UPS, or their employees/franchisees are liable
for fraud; neither fraud nor scienter are elements of the Receiver’s claims. “Where averments of
fraud are made in a claim in which fraud is not an element, an inadequate averment of fraud does
not mean that no claim has been stated.” Lone Star Ladies Inv. Club v. Schlotzsky’s Inc., 238 F.3d
363, 368 (5th Cir. 2001).

3

Doc. 27 at 2; see also Doc. 42 at 20–21.

5
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Nevertheless, the amended complaint easily meets Rule 9(b)’s standard. The amended
complaint specifically alleges that Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS employees substantially
assisted Madison Timber’s growth by notarizing the fake timber deeds that each investor received
in exchange for his or her investment;4 by notarizing signatures of purported landowners who were
not present;5 by notarizing timber deeds for which the landowners’ signatures were blank;6 and by
failing to examine the timber deeds to establish that the requested notarizations were appropriate,7
all in violation of the Mississippi Notary Law. The allegations in the amended complaint
undoubtedly provide Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS with “adequate notice of the nature and
grounds” of the Receiver’s claims.
Rawlings & MacInnis alone argues that the amended complaint does not meet even the
general pleading standards of Rule 8(a). According to Rawlings & MacInnis, Rule 8(a) required
the Receiver to identify in the amended complaint every single fraudulent timber deed wrongfully
notarized by its employees and every single investor to whom the deeds were given.8 The Receiver
is not required at the pleading stage to allege this level of detail. Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678 (quoting
Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555 (2007)) (“the pleading standard Rule 8 announces does not require
“‘detailed factual allegations’”). The amended complaint also does not speculate. It alleges a
specific course of conduct and even reproduces a representative attestation in which Defendant
4

Doc. 14 at ¶ 29.
Doc. 14 at ¶¶ 48, 50, 64–65, 72–73.
6
Doc. 14 at ¶¶ 33, 49, 65, 73.
7
Doc. 14 at ¶ 47.
8
The information Rawlings & MacInnis seeks would be readily available to it and to the Receiver had
Rawlings & MacInnis’s notaries maintained journals of notarial acts, as required by Mississippi law. They
did not.
5

As the amended complaint explains, “[a] precise accounting of the number of fake timber deeds
carelessly and fraudulently notarized by Defendants is impossible. Adams instructed investors to return the
deeds to Madison Timber when their promissory notes had been paid in full. Adams did not maintain
records of who returned the deeds and when. For any returned deeds that he kept, he stacked them in a
closet in Madison Timber’s office.” Doc. 14 at ¶ 35.

6
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Tammy Vinson notarized the signature of purported landowner Paul D. Wade, who was not
present at the time of notarization, despite Ms. Vinson attesting that Mr. Wade personally appeared
before her.9
The amended complaint satisfies Rule 8(a).
If the amended complaint lacks the requisite particularity (and it does not), the remedy is
not dismissal, but amendment. Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a) (“The court should freely give leave [to
amend] when justice so requires.”); Lone Star Ladies Inv. Club, 238 F.3d at 367 (5th Cir. 2001)
(quoting Foman v. Davis, 371 U.S. 178, 182 (1962)) (“Not surprisingly, denying leave to amend,
absent articulable reason, is ‘not an exercise of discretion’ but rather ‘abuse of . . . discretion.’”).
II.

The amended complaint states a claim for civil conspiracy.

A conspiracy is “a combination of persons for the purpose of accomplishing an unlawful
purpose or a lawful purpose unlawfully.” Shaw v. Burchfield, 481 So. 2d 247, 255 (Miss. 1985).
An agreement to conspire “may be express, implied, or based on evidence of a course of
conduct.” Bradley v. Kelley Bros. Contractors, 117 So. 3d 331, 339 (Miss. Ct. App. 2013)
(emphasis added). The three elements of a civil conspiracy claim are: “(1) the existence of a
conspiracy, (2) an overt act in furtherance of that conspiracy, and (3) damages arising therefrom.”
Wells v. Shelter Gen. Ins. Co., 217 F. Supp. 2d 744, 753 (S.D. Miss. 2002) (citing Delta Chem. &
Petroleum, Inc. v. Citizens Bank of Byhalia, 790 So. 2d 862, 877 (Miss. App. 2001)). In
determining whether a civil conspiracy exists, damages—as opposed to the agreement—“are the
essence.” Rex Distrib. Co., Inc. v. Anheuser-Busch, LLC, 271 So. 3d 445, 455 (Miss. 2019)
(quoting Bradley, 117 So. 3d at 339) (“The elements [of a claim for civil conspiracy] are quite
similar to those required of a criminal conspiracy, with the distinguishing factor being that an

9

Doc. 14 at ¶ 30.
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agreement is the essence of a criminal conspiracy, while damages are the essence of a civil
conspiracy.”) (internal quotation marks omitted).
Rawlings & MacInnis argues the amended complaint does not state a civil conspiracy
claim because “negligence cannot support a claim for civil conspiracy”;10 the amended complaint
“states no facts concerning any alleged agreement”;11 and the amended complaint does not allege
that Rawlings & MacInnis “knowingly notarized fraudulent timber deeds.”12 UPS makes similar
arguments.13 These arguments fail for multiple reasons.
A. The amended complaint alleges an underlying wrong.
Both Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS argue the amended complaint fails to state a claim for
civil conspiracy because it does not allege claims of fraud against Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS,
and “negligence cannot support a claim for civil conspiracy.”14 Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS,
however, mischaracterize the Receiver’s claim against them. The Receiver does not allege that
Rawlings & MacInnis or UPS “committed an act of negligence in conspiring with another party to
commit fraud”15 or that Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS are “liable for conspiracy to commit
negligence.”16 The Receiver’s allegation is that Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS joined Adams’s
course of conduct by notarizing—or allowing the notarization of—fake timber deeds with
attestations that were knowingly false, all in violation of Mississippi’s Notary Law. As Rawlings

10

Doc. 27 at 18.
Doc. 27 at 19.
12
Doc. 27 at 14.
13
Doc. 42 at 17 (“negligence cannot form the basis for conspiracy liability”); id. at 18 (“[t]here was no
‘meeting of the minds’ between [UPS] and any other person or entity”); id. (“Here, there are no allegations
in the Amended Complaint that [UPS] knew anything about the Madison Timber scheme at all, let along
anything about what the notaries at the Madison Center were allegedly doing.”).
14
Doc. 27 at 18; see also Doc. 42 at 17 (UPS “could not be liable for conspiracy to commit negligence”).
15
Doc. 27 at 12.
16
Doc. 42 at 18.
11

8
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& MacInnis correctly points out, the primary wrong underlying the conspiracy is Adams’s fraud.17
It is enough that the amended complaint alleges Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS agreed to and
participated in Adams’s course of action by notarizing fake timber deeds. Rex Distrib., 271 So. 3d
at 455.
Additionally, here, Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS’s employees’ violations of the
Mississippi Notary Law are separate “underlying wrongs.” See id. (a coconspirator’s violation of
state law was “underlying wrong” for civil conspiracy claim). The amended complaint alleges that
the notaries notarized the signatures of purported landowners who were not present, in direct
violation of Rule 5.1;18 notarized timber deeds for which the landowners’ signatures were blank, in
direct violation of Rule 5.6;19 and were complicit in Adams’s intent to defraud, in direct violation
of Rule 5.7.20 Specific to notaries employed by UPS, the amended complaint alleges:
63. On information and belief, Adams routinely presented the UPS employees with stacks of
timber deeds to notarize—and they did so, without examining the deeds to establish that the
requested notarizations were appropriate, in direct violation of Rule 5.6.
64. Given the volume of timber deeds Adams presented to the UPS employees without the
grantors-landowners present, the UPS employees knew or should have known that the deeds
were fake. The UPS employees were complicit in Adams’s intent to defraud, in direct
violation of Rule 5.7.
65. The UPS employees notarized the signatures of purported grantors-landowners who were
not present, in direct violation of Rule 5.1, and notarized timber deeds for which the
grantors-landowners’ signatures were blank, in direct violation of Rule 5.6. The UPS
employees attested that the grantors-landowners “personally appeared” before them—but
because no grantor-landowner ever “personally appeared,” the UPS employees knew their
attestations were false.
66. The UPS employees did not enter in “a chronological official journal of notarial acts” the
notarial acts that they performed for Adams, in direct violation of Rules 5.15 and 5.16. On
information and belief, The UPS employees maintained an official journal but altogether
ceased entering the notarial acts that they performed for Adams when it became too
cumbersome.

17

See Doc. 27 at 12 (“the civil conspiracy claim must be premised on the fraudulent acts of Adams/Madison
Timber”).
18
Doc. 14 at ¶¶ 48, 65, 73, 81.
19
Doc. 14 at ¶¶ 47, 49, 63, 65, 71, 73, 81.
20
Doc. 14 at ¶¶ 50, 64, 72.
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Specific to the notaries employed by Rawlings & MacInnis, the amended complaint alleges:
71. On information and belief, Adams routinely presented them with stacks of timber deeds to
notarize—and they did so, without examining the deeds to establish that the requested
notarizations were appropriate, in direct violation of Rule 5.6. As persons experienced in real
estate transactions, the Rawlings & MacInnis employees knew or should have known that the
deeds were fake.
72. Given the volume of timber deeds Adams presented to the Rawlings & MacInnis
employees without the grantors-landowners present, the Rawlings & MacInnis employees
knew or should have known that the deeds were fake. The Rawlings & MacInnis employees
were complicit in Adams’s intent to defraud, in direct violation of Rule 5.7.
73. The Rawlings & MacInnis employees notarized the signatures of purported
grantors-landowners who were not present, in direct violation of Rule 5.1, and notarized
timber deeds for which the grantors-landowners’ signatures were blank, in direct violation of
Rule 5.6. The Rawlings & MacInnis employees attested that the grantors-landowners
“personally appeared” before them—but because no grantor-landowner ever “personally
appeared,” the Rawlings & MacInnis employees knew their attestations were false.
74. The Rawlings & MacInnis employees did not enter in “a chronological official journal of
notarial acts” the notarial acts that they performed for Adams, in direct violation of Rules 5.15
and 5.16. They did not keep an official journal at all.

The notaries’ violations of these statutory, regulatory, and legal duties enabled Madison Timber to
continuously grow. These wrongs—coupled with Adams’s fraud—underly the conspiracy and
Rawlings & MacInnis’s and UPS’s liability.
B. The Receiver may show, but is not required to show, that Rawlings &
MacInnis and UPS themselves committed an overt act.
The amended complaint sufficiently alleges an agreement: Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS
agreed to and participated in Adams’s course of action by notarizing fake timber deeds. 21
Although she may do so, the Receiver is not required to additionally show that Rawlings &
MacInnis, UPS, or any of their employees committed an overt act in furtherance of the conspiracy,
only that they “agreed to and participated in [Adams’s] course of action.” Rex Distrib., 271 So. 3d
at 455. The Mississippi Supreme Court made clear in a recent opinion that it is “a fundamental
misstatement of the nature of civil conspiracy” to contend that liability for civil conspiracy
depends on every alleged coconspirator having committed an overt act that damaged the plaintiff.
21

See, e.g., Doc. 14 at ¶¶ 29–36; 46–75.
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Id. Civil conspiracy “exists as a cause of action to hold nonacting parties responsible.” Id.
(emphasis added). To state a claim for civil conspiracy, the Receiver “has to show an unlawful
overt act and [she] has to show damages, but the overt act need not be by [Rawlings & MacInnis or
UPS].” Id. It is enough that the Receiver shows an overt act by Adams and that Rawlings &
MacInnis and UPS participated in Adams’s “course of action.”
C. Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS knew or should have known that Madison
Timber was a fraud.
Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS contend they cannot be liable for civil conspiracy because
the Receiver cannot allege that they had actual knowledge that Madison Timber was a Ponzi
scheme.22 They misunderstand what is required of the Receiver at this early stage of litigation.
Mississippi law holds that a conspiracy can be formed by a “mere tacit understanding
between the conspirators to work to a common purpose.” Aetna Ins. Co. v. Robertson, 94 So. 7, 22
(Miss. 1922), modified on suggestion of error for other reasons, 95 So. 137 (Miss. 1923).
Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS formed a common purpose with Adams to notarize fake timber
deeds, which Adams used to facilitate the Madison Timber Ponzi scheme.23
Rawlings & MacInnis contend the amended complaint does not state “that the R&M
Parties knew the timber deeds were fraudulent at the time each one was allegedly notarized.”24 Not
true. The amended complaint expressly alleges that Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS “knew or
should have known that the deeds were fake, given the volume of deeds Adams presented to
Defendants without the grantor-landowners present.”25 Further, the amended complaint alleges

22

See Doc. 27 at 13; Doc. 42 at 18.
Doc. 14 at ¶¶ 29–36, 60–66, 69–75, 79–80, 84–85.
24
Doc. 27 at 16.
25
Doc. 14 at ¶ 82; see also id. at ¶¶ 30, 50, 64.
23
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that the notaries had actual knowledge that their attestations were false because they “knew, at a
minimum, that the purported grantors-landowners never ‘personally appeared’ before them.”26
The landowner is the most important party to the timber deed, and his or her signature is the
document’s most important mark.27 It is for this reason that Mississippi law requires notaries to
examine timber deeds to establish that a notarization is appropriate.28 Here, however, it is alleged
that the notaries provided Adams with hundreds of attestations that were knowingly false, as the
landowners never personally appeared before the notaries. Far from making only “conclusory
allegations” or engaging in “mere speculation,” the amended complaint provides at paragraph 30
two examples of Defendants’ false attestations—the first by Defendant Tammy Vinson, employee
of Rawlings & MacInnis, and the second by Defendant Tammie Elsen, employee of UPS:

26

Doc. 14 at ¶ 83; see also id. at ¶¶ 30, 51, 65.
Miss. Code. Ann. § 15-3-1 (West) (“An action shall not be brought whereby to charge a defendant or
other party: . . . (c) upon any contract for the sale of lands, tenements, or hereditaments, or the making of
any lease thereof for a longer term than one year; . . . unless, in each of said cases, the promise or agreement
upon which such action may be brought, or some memorandum or note thereof, shall be in writing, and
signed by the party to be charged therewith or signed by some person by him or her thereunto lawfully
authorized in writing.”) (emphasis added); Queen City Hoop Co. v. Barnett, 127 Miss. 66, 89 So. 819, 819
(1921) (“Standing timber is real estate, and therefore a contract for the purchase of standing timber is within
the statute of frauds . . . .”); see also Doc. 14 at ¶ 32.
28
See Rule 5.6; see also Doc. 14 at ¶ 40.
27

12
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These attestations necessarily were knowingly false because neither Paul D. Wade nor John L.
Black “personally appeared” before Tammy Vinson or Tammie Elsen. As the amended complaint
alleges, for the hundreds of other deeds notarized by Defendants, in many instances, the
landowners did not exist; no landowner ever appeared before a notary; and in all instances Adams
forged the signatures. 29 Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS essentially became fake timber deed
factories, without which Madison Timber would not have continuously grown.
________________
In summary, applying precedent, reading the amended complaint’s allegations in a light
most favorable to the Receiver, and indulging reasonable inferences in her favor, the amended
complaint unquestionably states facts supporting a civil conspiracy claim sufficient to survive a
motion to dismiss.

29

Doc. 14 at ¶¶ 29–36.
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III.

The amended complaint states a claim for aiding and abetting.

“For harm resulting to a third person from the tortious conduct of another, one is subject to
liability if he knows that the other’s conduct constitutes a breach of duty and gives substantial
assistance or encouragement to the other so to conduct himself.” RESTATEMENT (SECOND)

OF

TORTS § 876(b).
Rawlings & MacInnis’s and UPS’s arguments as to why the amended complaint fails to
state a claim for aiding and abetting mirror those made with respect to the Receiver’s claim against
them for civil conspiracy.30 For the same reasons that the amended complaint states a claim for
civil conspiracy, it states a claim for aiding and abetting.
The amended complaint alleges that Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS “aided and abetted
Adams by notarizing fake timber deeds that investors received in exchange for their investments
with Madison Timber.”31 Notarizing deeds for which the purported landowner never “personally

30

See Doc. 27 at 19; Doc. 42 at 16–18. Both Rawlings & MacInnis briefly question whether Mississippi
recognizes a cause of action for aiding and abetting. Doc. 27 at 14–15; Doc. 42 at 16. Although no
Mississippi state court has had the occasion to address the issue, every Mississippi federal court to address
the issue has agreed that Mississippi law would recognize a claim for civil aiding and abetting as set forth in
the Restatement (Second) of Torts section 876(b). This includes the United States Bankruptcy Court for the
Southern District of Mississippi in In re Evans, 467 B.R. 399 (Bankr. S.D. Miss. 2011). As the In re Evans
court explained, this Court in Dale v. Ala Acquisitions, Inc., 203 F. Supp. 2d 694 (S.D. Miss. 2002), made
an Erie guess that Mississippi would recognize a cause of action under section 876(b) of the Restatement
“(1) because a majority of other jurisdictions have done so and (2) because Mississippi recognizes the
analogous tort of civil conspiracy.” In re Evans, 467 B.R. at 409. Since Dale, this Court has consistently
recognized a cause of action for aiding and abetting under Mississippi state law. See Natchez Reg’l Med.
Ctr. v. Quorum Health Res., LLC, 879 F. Supp. 2d 556, 574 (S.D. Miss. 2012) (declining to grant summary
judgment to defendants on an aiding and abetting fraud claim); Dickens v. A-1 Auto Parts & Repair, Inc.,
No. 1:18-cv-162, 2019 WL 508074, at *2 (S.D. Miss. Feb. 8, 2019) (“Federal courts in this district have
concluded that Mississippi courts would recognize a claim of aiding and abetting fraud or civil conspiracy
under the Restatement (Second) of Torts § 876(b).”); U-Save Auto Rental of Am., Inc. v. Moses, No.
1:02-cv-689, 2006 WL 211955, at *1 (S.D. Miss. Jan. 27, 2006) (denying a motion to dismiss a claim for
aiding and abetting breach of contract); see also Wright v. Life Investors Ins. Co. of Am., No. 2:08-cv-3,
2008 WL 4450260, at *1 (N.D. Miss. Sept. 26, 2008) (denying a motion to dismiss a claim for aiding and
abetting fraud). The In re Evans court recognized the viability of a cause of action based on section 876(b)
but declined to hold that Mississippi law would recognize a cause of action based on section 876(c). 457
B.R. at 409. The Receiver’s cause of action arises under section 876(b), not section 876(c). Doc. 14 at ¶ 89.
31
Doc. 14 at ¶ 90.
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appeared” is a direct breach of the statutory, regulatory, and other legal duties imposed upon
notaries by Mississippi law.32
Defendants knew that the attestations were false and therefore knew or should have known
that the timber deeds were fake. 33 The knowingly false attestations provided “substantial
assistance” to Adams—they “were essential to the growth of the Madison Timber Ponzi scheme”
because the attestations “legitimized the fake timber deeds on which Madison Timber relied to
recruit new investors.”34 The amended complaint expressly alleges that, “[b]ut for Defendants’
careless and fraudulent notarial acts, Madison Timber would not have continuously grown—it
would have failed before ensnaring hundreds of new and unwitting investors.”35 E.g., Janvey v.
Proskauer Rose LLP, No. 3:13-CV-0477-N, 2015 WL 11121540, at *6 (N.D. Tex. June 23, 2015)
(“acts in furtherance of Stanford’s scheme amount[ed] to ‘substantial assistance’”). Given these
and other factual allegations, the amended complaint sufficiently alleges Defendants gave
substantial assistance and encouragement to Adams by routinely notarizing fake timber deeds
containing knowingly false attestations.36
Applying precedent, reading the amended complaint’s allegations in a light most favorable
to the Receiver, and indulging reasonable inferences in her favor, the amended complaint states a
claim for aiding and abetting.

32

Doc. 14 at ¶¶ 37–45.
Doc. 14 at ¶¶ 50–51, 64–65, 71–72, 92–93.
34
Doc. 14 at ¶ 94.
35
Doc. 14 at ¶ 94.
36
Because the notaries were Rawlings & MacInnis’s and UPS’s agents, their knowledge is imputed to
Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS, respectively. See Lane v. Oustalet, 873 So. 2d 92, 95–96 (Miss. 2004)
(“The law of agency generally imputes knowledge and information received by an agent in conducting the
business of a principal to the principal, even where that knowledge or information is not communicated by
the agent to the principal.”).
33
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IV.

Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS were reckless, grossly negligent, or at a
minimum, negligent.

“Negligence is a failure to do what the reasonable person would do under the same or
similar circumstances.” Estate of St. Martin v. Hixson, 145 So. 3d 1124, 1128 (Miss. 2014).
Recklessness “is a failure or refusal to exercise any care.” Maldonado v. Kelly, 768 So. 2d 906, 910
(Miss. 2000).37
A claim for negligent retention and supervision is “simply a negligence claim.” Roman
Catholic Diocese of Jackson v. Morrison, 905 So. 2d 1213, 1229 (Miss. 2005). “[A]n employer
will be liable for negligent hiring or retention of his employee when an employee injures a third
party if the employer knew or should have known of the employee’s incompetence or unfitness.”
Backstrom v. Briar Hill Baptist Church, Inc., 184 So. 3d 323, 327 (Miss. Ct. App. 2016) (quoting
Parmenter v. J&B Enters. Inc., 99 So. 3d 207, 217 (Miss. Ct. App. 2007)).
“To prevail in any type of negligence action, a plaintiff must first prove the existence of a
duty.” Griffith v. Entergy Mississippi, Inc., 203 So. 3d 579, 585 (Miss. 2016) (quoting Enter.
Leasing Co. S. Cent. v. Bardin, 8 So. 3d 866, 868 (Miss. 2009) (citing Laurel Yamaha, Inc. v.
Freeman, 956 So. 2d 897, 904 (Miss. 2007)). “In the context of an ordinary negligence action the
duty of care is the requirement ‘to conform to a specific standard for the protection of others
against the unreasonable risk of injury. . . .’” Clausell v. Bourque, 158 So. 3d 384, 391 (Miss. Ct.
App. 2015) (quoting Laurel Yamaha, Inc. v. Freeman, 956 So. 2d 897, 904 (Miss. 2007)). As a
general proposition, “all individuals owe a duty to exercise reasonable care to avoid foreseeable

See also Dame v. Estes, 101 So. 2d 644, 645 (Miss. 1958) (“Gross negligence is that course of conduct
which, under the particular circumstances, discloses a reckless indifference to consequences without the
exertion of any substantial effort to avoid them.”).
37
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injury to others . . . .” Fed. Sav. & Loan v. Tex. Real Estate Counselors, Inc., 955 F.2d 261, 265
(5th Cir. 1992).38
Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS thus had a duty to use ordinary care, that is, to observe
reasonable commercial standards, in the conduct of their business. They breached that duty: The
amended complaint alleges that Rawlings & MacInnis, “[a]s persons experienced in real estate
transactions,” and “given the volume of timber deeds Adams presented to the Rawlings &
MacInnis employees without the grantors-landowners present,” knew or should have known that
the deeds were fake.39 The amended complaint alleges that The UPS Store Madison “provided
notary services in furtherance of [its] business,” and that “[g]iven the volume of timber deeds
Adams presented to the UPS employees without the grantors-landowners present,” The UPS Store
Madison knew or should have known that the deeds were fake.40 But Rawlings & MacInnis and
The UPS Store Madison “not only failed to exercise due care, they failed or refused to exercise any
care at all in their dealings with Adams.”41 As for The UPS Store, Inc. specifically, the amended
complaint alleges numerous facts that, if true, establish that The UPS Store, Inc. was negligent in
the supervision of its franchisee, the UPS Store Madison, which it allowed to offer notary
services— services so essential to UPS’s brand that UPS markets them nationwide—without any
oversight.42 Defendants thus failed “to exercise reasonable care to avoid foreseeable injury to
others.” Fed. Sav. & Loan, 955 F.2d at 265.

38

See also Doe ex rel. Doe v. Wright Sec. Servs., Inc., 950 So. 2d 1076, 1079 (Miss. Ct. App. 2007) (“The
general duty is to act as a reasonable prudent person would under the circumstances.”).
39
Doc. 14 at ¶¶ 71, 72, 126.
40
Doc. 14 at ¶¶ 61, 124.
41
Doc. 14 at ¶ 101.
42
See Doc. 14 at ¶¶ 53–66. Screenshots from UPS’s website that tout UPS’s notary services, referenced in
paragraphs 53 through 57 of the amended complaint, are attached hereto as Exhibit A. Causey v. Sewell
Cadillac-Chevrolet, Inc., 394 F.3d 285, 288 (5th Cir. 2004) (citation omitted) (“Documents that a defendant
attaches to a motion to dismiss are considered part of the pleadings if they are referred to in the plaintiff’s
complaint and are central to her claim.”).
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Rawlings & MacInnis contends it cannot be liable for negligent retention and supervision
because “the Receiver has not alleged that Vinson or Chisholm were incompetent or unfit as
notaries or that R&M had actual or constructive knowledge of the same.”43 But the amended
complaint plainly alleges Vinson & Chisholm violated the Mississippi Notary Law, inter alia, by
failing to examine the timber deeds to establish that the requested notarizations were appropriate,
in violation of Rule 5.6; notarizing the signatures of purported landowners who were not present,
in violation of Rule 5.1; notarizing deeds for which the landowners’ signatures were blank, in
violation of Rule 5.6; and failing to maintain a “chronological official journal of notarial acts” that
they performed for Adams, in violation of Rules 5.15 and 5.16.44 These violations constitute not
only “unfitness,” but “official misconduct,” “misfeasance,” and “malfeasance.”45
The amended complaint also expressly alleges that Rawlings & MacInnis knew or should
have known of Vinson’s and Chisholm’s incompetence or unfitness. As Rawlings & MacInnis
acknowledges, the Receiver’s allegations are sufficient to establish Rawlings & MacInnis’s
constructive knowledge.46 Specifically, the amended complaint alleges at paragraphs 71 through
73:
71. On information and belief, Adams routinely presented them with stacks of timber deeds to
notarize—and they did so, without examining the deeds to establish that the requested
notarizations were appropriate, in direct violation of Rule 5.6. As persons experienced in real
estate transactions, the Rawlings & MacInnis employees knew or should have known that
the deeds were fake.
72. Given the volume of timber deeds Adams presented to the Rawlings & MacInnis
employees without the grantors-landowners present, the Rawlings & MacInnis
employees knew or should have known that the deeds were fake. The Rawlings & MacInnis
employees were complicit in Adams’s intent to defraud, in direct violation of Rule 5.7.
73. The Rawlings & MacInnis employees notarized the signatures of purported
grantors-landowners who were not present, in direct violation of Rule 5.1, and notarized timber

43

Doc. 27 at 20.
Doc. 14 at ¶¶ 37–44, 47–50, 71–75.
45
Rule 1.16. See also Doc. 14 at ¶¶ 45, 102.
46
See Doc. 27 at 20.
44
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deeds for which the grantors-landowners’ signatures were blank, in direct violation of Rule 5.6.
The Rawlings & MacInnis employees attested that the grantors-landowners “personally
appeared” before them—but because no grantor-landowner ever “personally appeared,”
the Rawlings & MacInnis employees knew their attestations were false.

But indeed Rawlings & MacInnis had actual knowledge that Vinson and Chisholm did not
maintain “a chronological official journal of notarial acts” of the notarial acts they performed for
Adams, as required by the Mississippi Notary Law.47 Rawlings & MacInnis tries to avoid this fact
by arguing it is irrelevant.48 To state the obvious, the failure to maintain notary logs evidences
Defendants’ wholesale disregard of their obligations under state law, and that wholesale disregard
is part and parcel with the negligent acts that resulted in the perpetuation of the Madison Timber
Ponzi scheme.49 Their employees’ failure to maintain notary logs is relevant to whether Rawlings
& MacInnis and UPS are liable for negligent retention and supervision.
At a minimum, Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS had a duty to supervise acts that the
notaries (or in the case of The UPS Store, Inc., its franchisee) undertook within their offices and in
reliance on their name and resources. The amended complaint alleges sufficient facts, described
above, which would establish that they failed to do so. When a receiver adequately pleads that an
employee “provided material assistance” to a Ponzi scheme, a motion to dismiss a negligent
retention or supervision claim should be denied because it is “not unreasonable to infer” that
employers “were aware to some degree” of the material assistance, “[a]ssuming an ordinary
degree of supervision.” Proskauer Rose LLP, 2015 WL 11121540, at *8.50

47

Doc. 14 at ¶ 74.
Doc. 27 at 21.
49
Further, Rawlings & MacInnis’s argument that “a violation of the rules of notaries does not necessarily
give rise to a private right of action” is untrue. The Mississippi Notary Law does not foreclose a private
right of action against notaries or their employers for violation of the rules. See Rule 7.3(C) (“The remedies
and sanctions of this chapter do not preclude other remedies and sanctions provided by law.”)
(emphasis added).
50
The court in Proskauer applied Texas law to explain that negligent supervision “requires a plaintiff to
demonstrate that the employee’s tortious conduct was foreseeable to the employer.” Texas’s standard for
48
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Finally, Rawlings & MacInnis’s and UPS’s negligence was a proximate cause of Madison
Timber’s harm. Rawlings & MacInnis, a law firm familiar with real estate transactions, did
nothing to supervise its employees in their notarizations of fake timber deeds.51 The UPS Store
Madison, which provided notary services to its customers in furtherance of its business, did
nothing to supervise its employees in their notarizations of fake timber deeds.52 The UPS Store,
Inc., which markets it notary services nationwide, did nothing to supervise its franchisee, The UPS
Store Madison, which it allowed to offer notary services without any oversight, in violation of state
law. Rawlings & MacInnis’s and UPS’s negligence made the Madison Timber Ponzi scheme
possible: without the notarized fake timber deeds, the Madison Timber Ponzi scheme could not
have existed or continued to grow.
V.

The amended complaint states a claim for franchisor liability against UPS.

“[O]ne who controls, or has the right to control, the work of another may be liable as the
master of that party.” Allen v. Choice Hotels Intern., 942 So. 2d 817, 821 (Miss. Ct. App. 2006).53
“Mississippi cases have also found vicarious liability where ‘a party holds itself out as offering
services to the public and . . . consumers are reasonably led to believe that they are doing business
with that party. . . . ’” Id. at 827 (quoting Fruchter v. Lynch Oil Co., 522 So. 2d 195, 200 (Miss.
1988)).

negligent supervision is the same as Mississippi’s. CoTemp, Inc. v. Houston W. Corp., 222 S.W.3d 487, 492
(Tex. App. 2007) (“The basis of responsibility under the doctrine of negligent retention is the master’s
negligence in retaining in his employ an incompetent servant whom the master knows, or by the exercise of
reasonable care should have known, was incompetent or unfit, thereby creating an unreasonable risk of
harm to others.”).
51
See Doc. 14 at ¶¶ 117–118, 126.
52
See Doc. 14 at ¶¶ 117–118, 124.
53
See also Allen, 942 So. 2d at 822 (“[C]ourts have held [a] franchisor vicariously liable only when it had
the right to control the specific instrumentality or aspect of the business that was alleged to have caused the
harm.”).
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UPS essentially argues that it is the “general rule” in Mississippi that a franchisor is never
liable for misconduct of a franchisee’s employees.54 If the law says what UPS wants it to say, there
would be no franchisor liability except in the next-to-impossible case that the franchisor also just
happens to directly employ its franchisee’s employees. UPS’s “general rule” would render
franchisor liability a moot point. The law does not say what UPS wants it to say.
UPS relies primarily upon Parmenter v. J&B, Inc., 99 So. 3d 207 (Miss. Ct. App. 2012), in
support of its position.55 While labeling Parmenter the “leading case in Mississippi on franchisor
liability,” UPS neglects to inform the Court that the Mississippi Supreme Court has spoken on the
issue. See Elder v. Sears Roebuck & Co., 516 So. 2d 231, 234–35 (Miss. 1987) (Sears was liable
notwithstanding that the store in question was run by an “independent” third party, because Sears
held itself out to the public as the entity that the public was doing business with.). In Elder, the
Mississippi Supreme Court considered a litany of factors 56 to determine that “the jury could
reasonably have found that Sears exercised sufficient control over [its franchisee], [and] that it
54

Doc. 42 at 14.
The Receiver notes that, importantly, Parmenter was considered on summary judgment, presumably
after the parties had an opportunity to conduct discovery. Here, no discovery has been conducted and UPS
has not yet produced the franchise agreement between it and The UPS Store Madison. The questions before
the Court are fact questions not to be considered at the pleadings stage.
56
The Elder court considered:
55

Whether the principal master has the power to terminate the contract at will; whether he has
the power to fix the price in payment for the work, or vitally controls the manner and time
of payment; whether he furnishes the means and appliances for the work; whether he has
control of the premises; whether he furnishes the materials upon which the work is done
and receives the output thereof, the contractor dealing with no other person in respect to the
output; whether he has the right to prescribe and furnish the details of the kind and
character of work to be done; whether he has the right to supervise and inspect the work
during the course of the employment; whether he has the right to direct the details of the
manner in which the work is to be done; whether he has the right to employ and discharge
the subemployees and to fix their compensation; and whether he is obliged to pay the
wages of said employees . . . .”
Elder, 516 So. 2d at 233 (quoting Kisner v. Jackson, 132 So. 90, 91 (Miss. 1931)).
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should be vicariously liable for the negligence of [its franchisee], who was acting as Sears’ agent
when [the plaintiff] came into the store.” Id. at 236. The Elder Court deemed important the facts,
also pertinent here, that Sears furnished signs for advertisement and that “the premises was
arranged so that members of the consuming public think they are dealing with Sears.” Id. at 235.57
Importantly, the Mississippi Supreme Court found Sears liable despite that Sears “ha[d] no control
over the premises”; “ha[d] no right to direct the details of the manner in which the work [was] to be
done”; “exercise[d] no right to employ and discharge [the franchisee’s] employees or fix their
compensation”; and “[paid] no wages of [the franchisee’s] employees.” Id.
Unlike both Parmenter and Elder, which were considered after summary judgment and a
jury trial, respectively, this case is currently in the pleadings stage, in which the Court need only
look to the allegations of the amended complaint. There can be no question that the amended
complaint alleges UPS had the requisite control over The UPS Store Madison to give rise to
franchisor liability. 58 Specifically, the amended complaint expressly alleges at paragraphs 53
through 57 the following:

See also id. (“Insignia indicating ‘Sears’ are prominently displayed. Sears, along with anyone of common
sense, well knows that the volume and profitability of the business would be significantly less if the sign
merely said ‘Robert Bates, Authorized Catalog Merchant’. The Sears name supplies the magic that draws
customers. Reliance is implied in the fact that customers such as Mrs. Elder come there to do business with
Sears.”).
58
The cases cited by UPS in support of its argument that the amended complaint alleges insufficient facts to
show “control” are inapplicable. See Deal v. Dep’t of Corr., No. 16-61, 2016 WL 3580671, *2–3 (M.D. La.
June 28, 2016) (pro se complaint insufficiently alleged facts supporting claim against prison warden for
supervisory liability under § 1983); Henneberry v. Sumitomo Corp. of Am., No. 04-2128, 2005 WL
1036260 (S.D.N.Y. May 3, 2005) (complaint did not allege any facts evidencing the parent company’s
authorizing and instructing its subsidiary to engage in tortious behavior); First Capital Asset Mgmt. v.
Brickellbush, Inc., 218 F. Supp. 2d 369, 394–95 (S.D.N.Y. 2002) (analyzing agency relationship with
co-conspirator for purposes of personal jurisdiction and finding that single allegation that defendant
“dominate[d] and control[led]” the other defendant, with no other “specific factual allegations” insufficient
to impose personal jurisdiction); Bastica v. Nat’l Holdings Corp., No. C16-3988, 2016 WL 4250135, *3
(W.D. Wash. Aug. 4, 2016) (the complaint “merely allege[d] that defendant “directly or indirectly
‘controlled’” its subsidiary and its employee, “[w]ithout additional facts”).
57
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53.
The UPS Store, Inc. is the world’s largest franchisor of retail shipping, postal, printing, and
business service centers, with more than 4,600 locations in the U.S., Puerto Rico, and Canada. It
boasts that it has been the “#1 Postal & Business Services Franchise for 29 Consecutive Years.”
54.
The UPS Store, Inc. holds itself out to the public as offering “business service solutions
and impeccable customer support.” Its website represents: “The UPS Store is about a lot more than
shipping, we help our customers with services like faxing, notarizing, copying, shredding, business
and personal mailboxes, packing, passport and ID photos, design and a host of small business
services.”
55.
The UPS Store, Inc. controls every aspect of its stores’ business, including their provision
of notary services. The UPS Store, Inc. dictates the location and designs of its stores, the signage
they may use, the merchandise they sell, the services they offer, and the manner in which they
conduct their business.
56.
To ensure that all of its stores conform to its “strong brand,” The UPS Store, Inc. provides
each of its stores with “a comprehensive training program,” “ongoing support,” and “advertising
and marketing campaigns.” Its website explains that The UPS Store, Inc. provides “everything you
need to open for business”:
When you decide to open a The UPS Store franchise, we provide everything you need to
open for business. We’ll assist with helping you find and secure a retail location, plan
and build out your store, work with local contractors to procure permits and bids, and
order and install equipment and computers.
***
We’ve had over 35 years to establish a strong brand, but we’re never finished. Our
corporate office continues to increase brand awareness across the country with millions
of dollars in ongoing national advertisements and marketing campaigns, including
television, digital, print, and radio.
We also invest in regional and local advertising campaigns to help those in your
community get to know you. Our commitment to brand awareness gives you one less
thing to focus on so you can put your strengths and budget into your business
operations.
57.
“Notary Services” are among The UPS Store, Inc.’s most advertised business services. It
website devotes a full page to “Notary Services,” explaining that “[c]ertain documents must be
notarized in order to have legal effect” and “The UPS Store locations offer notary services to help
make life easier”:
The UPS store locations offer notary services to help make life easier. Once your
documents are notarized, the center will help you make any necessary copies and ship
them where they need to go.
Why do documents need to be notarized?
Certain documents must be notarized in order to have legal effect. Given the inherent
formal and corresponding significance of this subject of legal documents that must be
notarized, state governments have deemed it necessary to enlist a trained individual to
assist with their execution. A “notary public,” following his or her official appointment ,
a notary public performs as a quasi-public officer to attest to the proper execution of
these important documents.
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Types of documents that may require notarization:
Wills
Trusts
Deeds
Contracts
Affidavits
***
122.
Defendant The UPS Store, Inc. is liable for the acts of The UPS Store Madison and the
UPS employees because Defendant The UPS Store, Inc. controls every aspect of its stores’ business,
including their provision of notary services. The UPS Store, Inc. dictates the location and designs of
its stores, the services they offer, the merchandise they sell, the manner in which they conduct their
business, and the signage they may use. The UPS Store, Inc. holds itself out to the public as the
entity the public does business with. Relevant here, The UPS Store, Inc. specifically advertises that
its stores nationwide offer notary services “to make life easier.”

These allegations are not “formulaic, fact-deficient,” “vague,” or conclusory—they are derived
from UPS’s own website.59
UPS argues that these allegations are somehow “legally irrelevant” to the Receiver’s
claims.60 The Receiver alleges that UPS controls the provision of notary services at The UPS Store
Madison—the very notary services that were performed in violation of Mississippi law and that
effectively turned The UPS Store Madison into Adams’s fake timber deed factory. These
allegations are relevant.
The amended complaint’s allegations, all of which must be accepted as true, are sufficient
at this stage of the proceedings to state a claim against UPS. The extent to which UPS controlled

59

See Exhibit A.
See Doc. 42 at 13–14 (“Even if these facts were true, they have nothing to do with the alleged negligent
notarizations performed by the Herring Notaries.”). Further, UPS contends that the amended complaint’s
allegation that UPS “controls every aspect of its stores’ business, including their provision of notary
services” is “patently implausible.” Doc. 42 at 14. This argument is baseless. The amended complaint
alleges, among other things, that UPS “dictates the location and designs of its stores, the signage they may
use, the merchandise they sell, the services they offer, and the manner in which they conduct their
business.” Doc. 14 at ¶ 55. Further, the case relied upon by UPS is inapplicable. See Lee v. Verizon Comms.,
Inc., 837 F.3d 523, 542 (5th Cir. 2016) (allegation that ERISA plan fiduciaries selected an annuity provider
simultaneously with the amendment of the defined-benefit plan was implausible in light of other allegations
showing that the fiduciaries considered options for annuity providers two months before the amendment).
60
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The UPS Store Madison and the UPS notaries are factual questions not to be considered on a
motion to dismiss.
VI.

The in pari delicto doctrine does not bar the Receiver’s claims.

Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS argue the Receiver’s claims against them are barred by the
in pari delicto doctrine. The doctrine is an equitable, affirmative defense, which provides that “a
wrongdoer is not entitled to compel contribution from a joint tortfeasor.” Sneed v. Ford Motor Co.,
735 So. 2d 306, 308 (Miss. 1999). Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS contend the Receiver, having
“stepped into the shoes” of Adams and Madison Timber, can have no right of action against
Rawlings & MacInnis or UPS. Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS are wrong.
In federal equity receiverships, the Fifth Circuit has adopted the “innocent successor”
exception to the in pari delicto doctrine. This exception allows a receiver to assert tort claims
against professionals even though she has stepped into the wrongdoer’s shoes. The rationale for
applying the “innocent successor” exception in a federal equity receivership such as this is
straightforward: A receiver has a duty to maximize the value of a receivership estate for the benefit
of victims, and “[a]pplication of in pari delicto would undermine one of the primary purposes of
the receivership.” Jones v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 666 F.3d 955, 966 (5th Cir. 2012). Applying
the in pari delicto doctrine in a federal equity receivership would also “be inconsistent with the
purposes of the [in pari delicto] doctrine,” which is “not for the benefit of either party and not to
punish either of them, but for the benefit of the public.” Id. (quoting Lewis v. Davis, 145 Tex. 468,
199 S.W.2d 146, 151 (1947)); see also Janvey v. Adams & Reese, LLP, No. 3:12-cv-0495, 2013
WL 12320921, at *3 (N.D. Tex. Sept. 11, 2013) (“In other words, whether to apply in pari delicto
typically depends on what best serves public policy.”).
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“It is [therefore] well established [in the Fifth Circuit] that when the receiver acts to protect
innocent creditors . . . [s]he can maintain and defend actions done in fraud of creditors even though
the corporation would not be permitted to do so.” Jones, 666 F.3d at 966 (internal quotation marks
and citation omitted). Indeed, the Stanford court has refused to apply the in pari delicto doctrine to
that receiver’s claims against professionals. See, e.g., Official Stanford Inv’rs Comm. v. Greenberg
Traurig, LLP, No. 3:12-CV-4641-N, 2014 WL 12572881, at *4 (N.D. Tex. Dec. 17, 2014) (“This
Court has already held that the in pari delicto defense has little application when a receiver seeks
to reclaim assets for innocent investors.”); Janvey v. Willis of Colorado Inc., No.
3:13-CV-3980-N, 2014 WL 12670763, at *4 (N.D. Tex. Dec. 5, 2014), amended sub nom. Official
Stanford Inv’rs Comm. v. Willis of Colorado, Inc., No. 3:13-CV-3980-N, 2015 WL 13742125
(N.D. Tex. Feb. 4, 2015) (same); Adams & Reese, LLP, 2013 WL 12320921, at *3 (“The Fifth
Circuit, when applying Texas law, seems to hold the view that when a receiver is protecting
innocent creditors or recovering assets for investors and creditors, the defense of in pari delicto
should be rejected generally.”).
Mississippi courts have long recognized “important limitations” to the in pari delicto
doctrine. Morrissey v. Bologna, 123 So. 2d 537, 543 (Miss. 1960).61 “Even where the contracting
parties are in pari delicto, the courts may interfere from motives of public policy. Whenever public
policy is considered as advanced by allowing either party to sue for relief against the transaction,
then relief is given to him.” Id.; see also Rideout v. Mars, 54 So. 801, 802 (Miss. 1911) (“However,

61

Both Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS cite Latham v. Johnson, which states only the black-letter law that
the in pari delicto doctrine “only applies where the plaintiff is equally or more culpable than the defendant
or acts with the same or greater knowledge as to the illegality or wrongfulness of the transaction.” 262 So.
3d 569, 582 (Miss. Ct. App. 2018). The issue in Latham was whether the defendant waived the affirmative
defense of in pari delicto by failing to plead the defense in its answer. Latham did not address the merits of
the in pari delicto doctrine in Mississippi and did not involve a federal equity receivership.
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there is a well-defined exception to that rule, which is that, where the paramount public interest
demands it, the court will intervene in favor of one as against the other.”).
Rawlings & MacInnis and UPS also fail to address the important public policy reasons for
not applying in pari delicto in this case. Adams & Reese, 2013 WL 12320921, at * 3 (“The parties
have not briefed any public policy rationales, and thus the Court declines to dismiss the Receiver’s
claims on in pari delicto grounds.”). Plainly, there is a “paramount public interest” in the
Receiver’s recovery. Rideout, 54 So. at 802. There is no public interest in, and the purpose of the in
pari delicto doctrine is not served by, barring the Receiver from pursuing claims against
defendants who are alleged to have aided and abetted a Ponzi scheme by their recklessness.62
Excepting the Receiver from the in pari delicto doctrine is prudent and consistent with Fifth
Circuit and Mississippi law.
Rawlings & MacInnis alone argues that, even if the “innocent successor” exception to the
doctrine of in pari delicto applies, it should apply to the Receiver’s fraudulent transfer claims only,
not to the Receiver’s tort claims. Courts in the Fifth Circuit have flatly rejected this argument. A
federal equity receiver may pursue any claims against any third parties whose actions contributed
to the success of a Ponzi scheme, and therefore to the debts of a receivership estate. See, e.g.,
Zacarias v. Stanford Int’l Bank, Ltd. (Willis), 931 F.3d 382, 396–97 (5th Cir. 2019) (“There is no
dispute that the receiver and Investors’ Committee had standing to bring their [aiding and abetting,
breach of fiduciary duty, and other tort claims] against the Willis Defendants and BMB. They
bring only the claims of the Stanford entities—not of their creditors—alleging injuries only to the
Stanford entities, including from the increase in their unsustainable liabilities resulting from the
Ponzi scheme.”); Rotstain v. Trustmark Nat’l Bank, No. 3:09-CV-2384-N, 2015 WL 13034513, at

62

Doc. 14 at ¶¶ 89–97.
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*9 (N.D. Tex. Apr. 21, 2015) (“The Court has rejected [the argument that the Receiver has no
standing to bring tort claims] in the past and held that the Receiver has standing to assert tort
claims based on the harm to the Receivership Estate’s ability to repay its creditors.”); Greenberg
Traurig, LLP, 2014 WL 12572881, at *4 (“This Court has held that the Receiver may assert tort
claims against third parties based on allegations that the third parties’ torts contributed to the
liabilities of the Receivership Estate.”); Willis of Colorado, Inc., 2014 WL 12670763, at *3 (N.D.
Tex. Dec. 4, 2015) (allowing the receiver to pursue “common law tort claims because they allege
that Defendants’ participation in a fraudulent marketing scheme increased the sale of Stanford’s
CDs, ultimately resulting in greater liability for the Receivership Estate”); Adams & Reese, LLP,
2013 WL 12320921, at *1 (N.D. Tex. Sept. 11, 2013) (allowing the receiver to pursue civil
conspiracy claim is for conspiracy to commit fraud, breaches of fiduciary duty, fraudulent
transfers, and conversion because the lawyer defendants “were in advantageous positions to
discover Stanford’s fraud and . . . they either failed to discover it or discovered it and chose not to
act because they benefitted from the enterprise through their director fees or legal fees”).
Like the courts before it, this Court too should find “in pari delicto no impediment to the
Receiver’s standing to assert [her] tort claims.” Greenberg Traurig, LLP, 2014 WL 12572881, at
*4.
CONCLUSION
Neither Rawlings & MacInnis nor The UPS Store, Inc. have stated a basis for dismissing
any of the Receiver’s claims against them. The Receiver asks to be permitted to proceed with
discovery, in anticipation of presenting her case to a jury.
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